What are the aspects of marriage?
This task is challenging you to consider what you already know about a
wedding.
What do I already know about the features of marriage?
What do I already know about the purpose of marriage?
What do I already know about the importance of marriage?

• Think about you own experiences-

• have you ever been to a wedding?
• have you seen a wedding on TV / film?
• has someone told you about /shown you pictures of their wedding?
You do not need to have experienced something to have prior knowledge on it.
Out of the entire ceremony what aspect do you consider the most valuable? What
one aspect would you want your wedding to include.
EXT – Why might an atheist not value the concept of a marriage?
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What are the features of a Christian Marriage
ceremony?
Christian Marriage

I know how to outline the features of a Christian marriage ceremony
I know how to explain why the features of a marriage hold religious
significance.
I know how to make the connections between biblical texts and the influence
they have had upon marriage ceremonies.
I know how to evaluate whether the religious traditions of a marriage
ceremony still hold validity.

Purpose of Marriage
• List all the purposes of marriage …
To have sex

Recap and recall what we have
been looking at the last few
lessons.
Consider why anyone would
want to get married!

Annotate the Christian
wedding vows to show
how they link to the
Biblical teachings.

Do you think the
wedding vows are
relevant today?
I do / don’t think the
wedding vows are
relevant today
because…

AMBER
Implies
Suggests
Shows
Demonstrates
Highlights

+ GREEN
Also
Another
In addition
Furthermore
Taking this further

+ BLUE
Perhaps
Maybe
Could
Might
Possibly

Research what happens in each of these processes at a marriage
ceremony and summarise the information
Vows

Giving of Rings

Prayers

Bible readings

Sermon

Explain why they would be important for a Christian to
have in place.

Wives, submit yourselves to your own husbands as you do to
the Lord. For the husband is the head of the wife as Christ is
the head of the church, his body, of which he is the Saviour.
Now as the church submits to Christ, so also wives should
submit to their husbands in everything. Husbands, love your
wives, just as Christ loved the church and gave himself up for
her to make her holy, cleansing her by the washing with water
through the word, and to present her to himself as a radiant
church, without stain or wrinkle or any other blemish, but holy
and blameless. In this same way, husbands ought to love their
wives as their own bodies. He who loves his wife loves himself.
After all, no one ever hated their own body, but they feed and
care for their body, just as Christ does the church— for we are
members of his body. “For this reason a man will leave his
father and mother and be united to his wife, and the two will
become one flesh.” This is a profound mystery—but I am
talking about Christ and the church. However, each one of you
also must love his wife as he loves himself, and the wife must
respect her husband. Ephesians 5:22-33

Skim, scan and highlight any
keywords that require
definitions.

Annotate any teachings that
can be challenged in our
modern society, explaining
why.

Building on the religious
teachings justify why they are
still relevant.

EXT – Which one teaching
would you be willing to
maintain.

Explain two features of a marriage ceremony and
why they are significant to the importance of
marriage(4)
One feature of a marriage ceremony is…this is important because…

Another way is…this is important because…

Code Breaker
Christian Attitudes on Marriage fill in the missing words
Established by _______ to
preserve _________.

_______________
Should be between ____ &
relationship of mono______. _____. filled of ______ and
faithfulness.

Only acceptable way to have Only acceptable form to
_____ and start a ________. have _______.

Catholics Christians believe
that marriage is one of the
______ ___________.

Pupil Independent Marking Plenary
Outline three events from the passion.
One event from the passion is Jesus’ resurrection and his ascension to heaven.
Another event from the passion is Jesus’ crucifixion
(___/3 marks)
Explain two reasons why the incarnation is important to Christians today
Christians may feel that the incarnation is important today because God on earth, as a
human, means Jesus experienced human issues so the advice in the Bible is relatable.
Another reason why the incarnation is important today is because they can see a God
who loves them, enough to sacrifice his human life for them.
(___/4 marks)

Explain two reasons why the belief in eschatology affects a Christian’s life.
Refer to a SOWA in your answer.
The belief in eschatology affects a Christian’s life because it encourages Christians to
live a happy life, like being kind to everyone so they can go to heaven.
Another reason why eschatology affects a Christians life is because it teaches
Christians to practice Jesus’ teachings, such as, ‘love thy neighbour’ because there is a
consequences of hell if not.
(___/5 marks)

1.Read through each
question and
answer.
2.Decide how many
marks you think
the answer
deserves.
3.You must correct
the answer in
green pen to get
full marks

